Abstract
Introduction
Because of the growing size of the worlds presented in video games and other realtime simulations, automatic methods for generating structures used to detect visible objects are becoming increasingly important. They significantly accelerate scene processing in video and audio simulations and allow for the use of more-complicated scenes. Currently, two solutions are popular: Auto-generated portals (based on a given level input geometry) and Occlusion Culling (OC) techniques [15] . In the first case, a very popular solution is middleware Umbra [28] . Simpler solutions such as a Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) tree [40] or Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH) [27] are also known. The OC solution is popular and has been implemented in a number of game engines (e.g., CryENGINE). An algorithm for automatic portal placement was already suggested by D. Haumont [13, 14] . Automated solutions, which allow for eliminating errors caused by oversights during manual editing, can limit the time an artist spends on this purpose and facilitate changes in the projects levels. Our work extends some of the previous solutions for automatic portal generation by increasing their performance and accuracy. To validate the accuracy, scenes with different geometrical complexity were tested.
Some systems for simulating architectural acoustics based on virtual scenes already exist [21, 30] . Actual acoustic measurements are also available and can be used to validate sound-simulation outcomes [19] . However, even on the fastest personal computers, the computations needed to accurately simulate sound cannot be performed at interactive rates, and there is a growing need to conduct similar tasks in real time. A possible way to achieve this is to use the beam-tracing technique [7, 25, 36] . This solution works by determining visibility from a point or from an area and conducting it thousands of times per second. The application of a scene partitioning with a portal system can significantly reduce the size of geometry needed to be processed for each visibility query. In this approach, processing is done per room instead of per scene. This is due to each room being completely separated from others, either by its walls or portals. Before beam tracing starts, the room in which the receiver is positioned must be determined. Application of a portal system guarantees that each area is separated from one another, either by walls or portals. This means that the visibility determination from a receiver position gives a subset of walls and portals in the searched area. A beam can be reflected off, transmitted, or diffracted on any of the visible walls in this set. It can also be transmitted through a portal. In either of these cases, it can be easily determine which areas intersect the newly created beam. As a result, a set of walls possibly visible for a single beam is significantly reduced due to the usage of a portal system.
The goal of the system is to accelerate the geometric subsystem sound engine RAYA. In particular, its beam-tracing algorithm [36] , which imposed some additional constraints on dividing a scene into separate cells. It also requires additional functionality, such as a method for determining the location of a particular point within a cell. The nature of the beam-tracing algorithms allows for the calculation of a set of objects visible from many areas and in different directions during the processing of one frame [7, 25] . OC methods have proven to be ineffective in such a case. OC algorithms were designed for the fast elimination of large quantities of visible triangles in order to reduce the number of primitives rendered for one view frustum (e.g., to determine visibility for one frustum) per frame. In relation to beam tracing, scenes are used for processing several frusta per frame. Clearly, a set of possibly visible triangles (potentially a visible set) must be approximated very quickly for each processed beam. For its application in this scenario, an area-portal graph (which partitions an input scene into a number of areas) can be generated. The created rooms should contain a similar number of triangles to avoid large discrepancies between different scene areas (resulting from the different times of processing depending on the number of primitives in these areas). This requirement is not necessary in the case of using a portal system for accelerating visibility testing.
Haumont et al. [13] found that the best way to fulfill the requirements of a beamtracing system was to use a method based on BSP trees and other types of hierarchical scene representation. This method does not reflect the shape of areas and requires splitting the input geometry, which increases the complexity. The method used in Umbra [28] is also less effective. In the case of applying Umbra, only convex areas connected by portals are generated (see Fig. 1 ). A supporting query is needed to determine the area containing the point. It is necessary to combine Umbra areas (which are not necessarily constrained only by scene triangles and portals) with an exact input of a geometrical structure (i.e., rooms, corridors, halls, open areas). Unfortunately, this is not a trivial issue (sometimes even for a human level designer). The method described in this paper generates areas of any shape, and thus there is no need to adjust them to the shape of the input geometry.
Scenes used in computer simulations are often made of areas connected by corridors or passages. A portal system is used for the segmentation of such scenes into well-defined areas. Each area is constrained by walls and portals in such a way that there is no pair of points in two separate areas that can be connected by a line which does not intersect any wall or portal.
Related work
There are many techniques for the accelerated approximation of a set of visible objects in the scene. One such technique is the classical visibility acceleration technique. This uses hierarchical scene representation. If we operate at the level of a triangle soup only, it can be a BSP tree [40] , for example, which is created by recursively dividing the space using a plane defined by a triangle being currently added to the tree. BSP divides the list of input geometry triangles into quantitatively equal parts. If a triangle is cut by the plane splitting the tree, either plane divides the triangle into two smaller parts (since one of the parts can be quadrilateral, up to three triangles can be created) -and then each part is assigned to a corresponding set -or added unmodified to both sets. But then, repetitions of triangles found during visible-object lookup have to be eliminated. Hybrid solutions are also possible if the graphic scene operates on whole objects. Another very good solution is to use some form of BVH tree [27] . This tree does not require the splitting of objects into smaller parts and can be built according to various heuristics (depending on the requirements). Also, it is not necessary to divide nodes of the constructed tree into two parts. Instead, one way to make better use of the vector instruction in modern processors is to split the node into four parts, allowing for parallel processing. This type of structure works best on static open scenes (e.g., city model, etc.) and architectural scenes (e.g., interior of a cathedral, home, etc.). Unfortunately, performance is significantly decreased if the scene has a lot of dynamic objects. With a relatively small cost, the tree can be modified to make it better-suited for a dynamic geometry.
The triangle splitting issue does not exist in the Occlusion Culling technique [15, 39] , where an assumption is made that some number of large objects (occluders) occlude a significant portion of scene objects (occludes). A determined set of occluders allows for removing occludes from processing, thus speeding up the rendering process. There are many versions of this algorithm that use the depth buffer rendered by the GPU from the current frame, previous frame, or even multiple frames back. During implementation, it must be taken into account that such a buffer can provide no usable data after rapid camera movements.
Rendering the depth buffer on the CPU is also popular. A simplified version of the scene is rendered to the buffer, which means that only the large objects occupying a significant amount of space on the screen are drawn. The reason for this is that there is little chance that small objects will occlude a large number of other objects. This method works very well for dynamic scenes. However, using this technique alone is not suitable for beam tracing where many visibility tests must be performed per one frame. Depth buffer techniques require that new depth buffer must be computed for each query when used for determining the visibility in different places or directions. This is a computationally intensive process and cannot be performed as frequently as needed in beam tracing to achieve real-time performance (unless other structures such as the portal system have been used to decrease the number of primitives rendered in the depth buffer).
The general principle of the portal system-generation algorithm is the division of a scene into areas connected by portals. This is done in a way that ensures that adjacent areas can be seen from a neighboring area only when portals leading to them can be seen. Such an approach greatly reduces the number of processed objects. If some area is visible, it is assumed that all of the objects contained by it could be visible. As an option, more-accurate visibility testing of these objects can be performed. Although portals are used for a very long time (especially in computer games), it was the third generation (the latest) of visibility system Umbra [28] when a solution allowing the automatic generation of portals was introduced to the market. Scene segmentation can be achieved using Voronoi Diagrams, even with dynamic scenes [42] . Unfortunately, these techniques do not create three-dimensional scene segmentation at the moment.
Earlier solutions for portal usage required a manual setup (with a various amount of work needed for scene preparation). For example, in the second version of the Unreal Engine [16] , portal construction was done with the help of a level editor built into the engine. Although a method of generating portals for arbitrary scenes was described in 2002 [14] , use of the automatic generation of portals is not widespread yet in the video game industry due to difficulties associated with the proper implementation of such techniques. In the literature, a similar algorithm for automatic portal generation has been described [8, 32] . We have decided to base our work on that described by Haumont et al. [13] . This is because portals generated by this method fit the shape of the input geometry, which was a strong requirement for a portal system to be compatible with a soundtracer. 
Algorithm overview
The proposed method is based on the voxelization of the input geometry [14] and then computing the distance field [4] ; i.e., assigning the shortest distance to any wall in the scene for each voxel. It is worth mentioning that the same voxelization can also be used to automatically generate a simplified geometry (through the so-called re-meshing), which can then be used in other algorithms (such as OC visibility [41] ). In the vast majority of cases, Euclidian metrics are used for calculating the distance field. However, its low time efficiency makes it unacceptable for large scenes.
There are many algorithms that can accelerate distance-field calculations; for example, Distance Transform [29] or a solution using the GPU [10] . We chose Manhattan metrics due to their reasonable efficiency and relatively easy implementation. The Watershed segmentation algorithm itself was initially designed for the segmentation of 2D images [6] , but it can be successfully adapted to 3D [13] .
A method that allows for the performance of fast tests to resolve whether a given point is inside a calculated voxelized area is an important constraint imposed on the portal system being described. For a mesh construction from voxel data, a cubemarching algorithm [26] can be used. However, in its simplest form, this algorithm generates a mesh consisting of a large number of triangles, which makes fast testing impossible. There are a number of more-advanced algorithms for this purpose [1, 33] .
Partitioning of a scene into areas is done by using a three-dimensional extension of a well-known image-segmentation algorithm -Watershed [6] . This algorithm operates on an intermediate form of geometry that is distance-field generated from the input of a scene [4, 10, 18, 29] . It is worth mentioning that this generation of portals is not the only the application of the above-mentioned algorithm. For example, it can be used to automatically generate the navigation of a mesh that is used by artificial intelligence in games for automatic movement in a three-dimensional environment [8, 32, 42] .
The presented algorithm consists of three stages. The first is where the input geometry is voxelized and distance field is computed. Also, the local maxima in the distance field are smoothed to minimize the number of incorrectly generated portals (subsection 3.1). A scene prepared in this way becomes the input for the second stage, which is a portal-detection algorithm (subsection 3.2). In the last stage (subsection 3.3), the data necessary for further usage of portals in real-time applications is calculated.
Preparation of input data
Input geometry voxelization is conducted by calculating a bounding box large enough to contain all of the objects in a scene and expanding it on each side by the size of a voxel. In the next step, the bounding box is filled with a three-dimensional grid of voxels (with a predetermined size). In such a grid, we specify two voxels as adjacent if they share a common wall. The distance between such voxel pairs is equal to 1. Voxels with a shared edge but no shared wall have a distance equal to 2.
Voxels intersecting any triangle are marked with a distance value of 0 (which is the initial step in building the values for the distance field). A difference between the proposed algorithm and Haumont's approach [13] lies in the fact that, in our case, voxels intersected by the geometry create an outline of a given geometry -the rest of the voxels create a space where portals and areas will be built. Voxels intersected by the geometry are ignored by the Haumont algorithm [13] (the authors do not specify whether these voxels are totally ignored or included in process of building portals and areas). Instead, voxels that are completely outside the reachable space (e.g., fills the wall) are detected, and they become an outline of the geometry -see Figure 2 . It is worth mentioning that our voxelization leaves thin walls (thinner than the voxel size) while, in the case of Haumont's algorithm [13] , these walls will disappear after the voxelization process (they are ignored by the algorithm).
To compute a distance field usable in practice, two versions of metrics can be used (Manhattan and Euclidean). The Manhattan distance is calculated using a floodfill algorithm starting from voxels with a distance equal to 0 (that is, voxels intersected by the geometry). Each voxel has a distance assigned that is defined as a minimal count of other voxels to be crossed until the nearest voxel which intersects the scene geometry is reached. On the left -the concept of Haumont et al. [13] ; on the right -the approach applied in our algorithm. Light gray indicates voxels that will be used for portal generation. Dark gray indicates voxels marked in our work as intersecting the geometry or (in the case of Haumont's algorithm [13] ) being inside the geometry (e.g., fills the walls). Portals will be not generated in these places. The black lines mark the geometry walls.
Each 3D voxel has six neighboring voxels (which we call border voxels). After calculation of the distance field, each border voxel is marked with the maximal distance found in the distance field incremented by one. This ensures that an outdoor area will typically be created initially. Indoor areas will be separated from it later, during the portal-search phase. Euclidean-metrics usage involves the calculation of a distance between the center of each voxel and the nearest part of the input geometry.
The final step in this phase is smoothing the local maxima in a distance field. Each of these maxima is a source of new area and, as a consequence, a source of portals separating these areas. Smoothing the local maxima results in combining many sets of voxels with high distance to the geometry into one set with a common distance. As a result, they do not generate unnecessary and often erroneous portals in narrow passages.
Watershed portal search algorithm
At this stage of the algorithm, it is possible to use manually inserted portals provided with input geometry. Such portals should be provided in places that are problematic for the automatic-generation algorithm. Manual portals are voxelized; that is, each voxel crossed by a manual portal and not intersected by the geometry is marked as a portal voxel. Voxels intersected by the geometry remain unchanged.
Later in the algorithm, portal voxels are treated in the same manner as voxels that intersect walls in the scene. Also, it should be noted that the described 3D extension of the Watershed algorithm is referring to the maxima, while in the original Watershed algorithm [6, 14] , minima are used (in our example, minima can be used by inverting the distance sign).
Given the distance field computed in the previous stage, the greatest value in the distance field is found. We denote it as curDist and two operations are performed in a loop: expanding the existing areas and creating new areas. After these two operations, the curDist value is decremented by one, and the whole process starts again (as long as any of these operations can possibly have some effect, or curDist is greater than zero).
The procedure of expansion causes all already-found areas to be enlarged by the adjacent voxels that are distanced from the geometry by a curDist distance. The procedure is continued until there is no longer any neighboring voxels to join, or if an attempt is made to join a voxel that is already in another area. If an attempt to enlarge an area by a voxel assigned to another area is made, such a voxel becomes a starting point for portal generation -the collision stage is entered. During the collision stage, the currently processed area is restored to its original state (before failing the expansion step). The center of the colliding voxel is the starting point where we begin the construction of the portal. After calculating the orientation of the portal and its size, all voxels that are intersected by recently created portals are marked as portal voxels. As a result, collision is eliminated by separating the two colliding areas by a portal.
If the voxelized portal overlaps with voxels already assigned to some other area, the construction of a portal fails, and the conflicting areas are merged. Similarly, if there is a collision with another portal, building fails, and the colliding areas are merged. After insertion of a portal, the current step of expanding the area is continued. The expanding operation ends when there is no new portal and no area that can be enlarged by new voxels.
When the area-expanding stage of the algorithm is finished, voxels that are not yet in any area and have a distance equal to curDist participate in the creation of new areas. The first of the remaining voxels creates a new area that consists only of this voxel. The new area is then expanded (as long as it is possible). After all of the voxels that could be joined to the area have been added, the next voxel not assigned to any area is chosen, and the procedure is repeated. Checking collisions is unnecessary, because all possible collisions have been found in the earlier stages; so, they cannot occur at this stage. New areas are created as long as there are voxels with distance curDist that are not yet assigned to any area.
After the end of the calculations, areas are assigned to manually chosen portals. If for a manually chosen portal there are more than two areas adjacent to it, then the construction process fails and the manual portals need to be corrected. In the end, the algorithm generates a graph of areas and portals where the areas become nodes and portals become edges connecting these nodes.
Preparation of structures for usage in real-time applications
The result of the portal-finding algorithm is a set of voxel areas and a set of portals connecting them, where areas are represented as a set of voxels and portals are represented by rectangles. For proper integration with a beam-tracing engine, there needs to be a method that allows us to determine in which area a given point is loca-ted. Then, information about which objects are contained within a particular area is required.
A structure representing an area (used for determining if a given point is inside) is created by calculating a set of cuboids completely covering the voxel area. Additionally, input geometry triangles and portals connected to the area are stored (they form a hull of the area). A point inside any of these cuboids is certainly within the area; otherwise, all of the cuboids from this area that are in a distance smaller than the size of one voxel from this point are examined. This involves connecting the examined point with the center of the cuboid by a line segment and checking if this line segment intersects any of the stored triangles. If, for any cuboid, there is a line not intersecting the hull of the scene, then the point is inside the area.
Details

Smoothing the local maxima
The procedure of distance-field generation can create local maxima in the distance field. Local maxima can occur in voxels positioned further from the area hull than its neighbors. Such maxima can generate erroneous results, because each local maximum is the source of a new area and potentially some portals. To eliminate erroneous portals created in the proximity of small corners, a local maxima-smoothing procedure is performed -especially if there are many walls not aligned to the coordinate system of the map (see Fig. 4 ).
For two given distances A and B (where A > B), the local maximum is defined as a set of connected voxels for which distance values are within range [B, A] . None of these voxels can be connected to any voxel that has a distance value greater than A. The smoothing procedure sets distance values for all voxels in this set to value A. Input parameter minSmoothSize is used to calculate the value of B as A * minSmoothSize, where 0 < minSmoothSize 1. When minSmoothSize = 1, the result is the same as when no smoothing was applied. Setting a value of distance for all voxels in this set makes all local maxima (for given distance A and calculated distance B) inside this set merged into one maximum with a larger volume. The entire step is designed to assign the same value of all of the local maxima for each value of A (i.e., for each distance value in a distance field). If the size of the smoothed maximum is set too high (minSmoothSize is very close to 0), this can result in smoothing all of the small spaces (as shown in Figure 3 ). This selected area is a local maximum, but it can have smaller local maxima inside. If minSmoothSize is very small, such small local maxima will be flattened (overwritten with one value). Because the algorithm separates local maxima in a distance field with portals, there will be no portals between small rooms if these small maxima are flattened. On the other hand, too small a value may not smooth all of the peaks; in effect, erroneous portals could be generated. Fragment of geometry containing two walls positioned diagonally (black) and a distance field generated in this fragment. Gray voxels are intersected by geometry and do not participate in portal generation. Local maxima are marked in green. Each of the maximum is the source of a new area, and as a consequence, a potential source of portals separating these areas. Given such conditions, many incorrect portals would be generated.
Smoothing a distance field (in this case -resulting in merging voxels with a distance value between 1 and 2 into one set with a distance equal to 2) solves the problem. For simplicity, a Manhattan distance field is presented, but the same problem arises for the Euclidean metric.
Portal placement
Each collision between two areas is a potential source of a new portal. Computation of the point for which portal building starts is conducted in a separate pass. This pass consists of alternately expanding both areas with one voxel. As a result, when a collision between two areas occurs, the collision voxel is located in the middle of the shortest path between these areas (there may be other such paths [multiple shortest paths with proximity to a voxel] that are omitted, the first found is taken). The center of a colliding voxel is the starting point from which the construction of the portal should begin. With a larger voxel size creating a denser voxel grid, the possibility increases that the initial point for portal generation is not optimal.
Elimination of portals that are large compared to area size
When an area is created, the distance value of a voxel from which the area-construction process started is saved as initialDistance. This value is the greatest distance values of all of the voxels in this area. Later, when two areas are found to collide and the portal building process starts, the higher of the initialDistance values from these areas are computed and scaled by a factor f (0 < f 1), introduced as an input parameter to the algorithm. The value computed in this way is denoted as maxAreaSize. Then, the distance value of the voxel from which the portal building process started, denoted as portalSize, is compared to the previously computed value of maxAreaSize. The initialDistance value for each area is treated as a rough approximation of area size, because the exact value is hard to compute before portal-system building is completed.
If portalSize is bigger than maxAreaSize, the portal will not be created. This prevents the creation of portals as big as a cross-section of the colliding areas. Setting the scale factor to a small value can result in removing many well-placed portals (default value is 0.9). When two areas are being merged, the smaller area is always joined with the bigger one; thus, the saved initialDistance value for the merged area is still valid after this step.
Portal orientation
Calculating the orientation of a portal is performed differently than in the Haumont method [13] . The shortest paths, defined as a set of connected voxels (see Fig. 5 ) between the collision point (voxel) and the center voxels of both areas are calculated. The direction vector of the path is calculated as the average of all of the line segments connecting two voxels on this path. The initial normal of a portal is calculated as the average of the direction vector of the path to the larger area and a reversed direction vector of a path to the smaller area. There can be more than one different path with the shortest length; but for maximum performance, the first found is used.
The initial orientation of the portal is adjusted to the geometry. This is especially important in scenes with walls and corridors that are not aligned to the axes of the coordinate system. It is frequently the case that the initial orientation of the portal is incorrect. When the voxel size is small compared to the area size, the portal is placed almost correctly. From the voxel in which a collision between two areas was found, the shortest voxel path is created to each of the colliding areas (green voxels). Note the importance of ensuring that these paths are at least a few voxels in length. If the paths were too short, the directions calculated from them would not be accurate. Smoothing the distance field helps in correcting portal placement.
The left side of Figure 6 represents a portal generated in a corridor. The walls of the corridor are not aligned to the coordinate system, which prevents the portal from being oriented properly. Ideally, the portal should be aligned to the corridor walls. For simple geometry, the following procedure is accurate enough to achieve good results. Our solution is designed for audio, and this is why complex geometries are never considered. Four rays lying in a portal plane (and perpendicular to the portal normal) are calculated every 90 degrees from the center of the portal. Each of these rays hits some triangle, and the normals of these triangles are stored as (N 1, N 2, N 3, N 4) . Using these stored normals, better alignment of a portal can be calculated. If the normals in pair N 1 and N 3 have exactly the opposite direction, the normals in pair N 2 and N 4 have the opposite direction, and (additionally) these directions are not parallel (see Fig. 6 ), then the normal calculated as a cross product of these directions is saved in a set named P ortalCorrectionN ormals. This procedure is repeated ten times; each time, the rays are rotated clockwise by 4.5 degrees (the dashed lines represent the second rotation). If the number of normals saved in P ortalCorrectionN ormals is greater than five, then a new normal of the portal is calculated as the average of normals in P ortalCorrectionN ormals. This method has proven to be precise and fast enough in all of the tested scenes. 
Portal shape
A portal is represented as a rectangle. After calculating the starting point and determining the correct orientation of the portal, the portal-voxelization step follows. All empty voxels (e.g., voxels not intersecting any wall in the scene) that intersect the portal are marked as portal voxels. Then, the centers of these voxels are projected onto the plane of this portal, and the rectangular bound of these projections is calculated. The calculated rectangle is the geometrical shape of the portal. The center of the portal is adjusted to be located in the middle of the rectangle.
After calculation of an initial portal shape, portal fitting to the surrounding geometry follows. Starting from the center of the portal, rays in the plane of the portal are cast to the surrounding geometry. The collision points between rays and triangles surrounding the portal are part of a set of points that approximately describe the exact shape of the portal. Additionally, each triangle visible through the raycasts is processed by computing the endpoints of its intersection with the portal plane. For endpoints where the line connecting them with the middle of the portal does not intersect the geometry, they are additionally included in the set that approximates the portal shape. If the line does not intersect the geometry, it is ignored in further calculations. If there are several such lines, the whole portal is ignored. For a given set of points (guaranteed to be in one plane), the best-possible bounding rectangle is generated. A rectangle computed this way becomes a portal if and only if it has a smaller area than the portal generated by using voxels, because the existence of a smaller portal indicates its better adjustment to the input geometry.
Bounding geometry for areas and finding an area for a point
The structure representing an area used for determining if a given point is inside is created in the following way: A set of cuboids completely covering the voxel area is calculated. The already-calculated distance field is used while generating the cuboids. This allows for more optimal results (fewer cuboids) than generating from a random voxel. From a set of not-yet-covered voxels, one with the greatest distance value is searched for. After that, construction of the limiting cuboid is started. This cuboid is expanded along each axis for as long as possible (i.e., not outside the covered area). Next, all voxels covered by the cuboid are removed from the active set, and the cuboid is added to the list of cuboids overlapping the area. This procedure is repeated until all voxels within the area are covered (i.e., the set of active voxels is empty). Cuboids and triangles are stored in a continuous memory container.
For each area, triangles that intersect any of the previously numbered cuboids enlarged by a voxel size from each side are also stored. Checking whether the point is in the area is based on checking whether any of the cuboids contain the point. If so, it is certainly within the area. In the other case, for each cuboid for which the distance from the given point is smaller than the voxel size, it is determined whether a segment that starts at the given point and ends at the center of the cuboid intersects any of the stored triangles. If there is no collision with the geometry, the point lies inside the area, and the test can be stopped. If testing of all of the cuboids results in a collision, the point is outside the area (see Fig. 7 ). Time complexity is linearly dependent on the number of cuboids and mesh triangles assigned to each area. Space complexity is linearly dependent on the number of voxels. On the left -a case where a point is inside a given area. In the middle -a point is in the same voxel but is actually positioned outside the area (there is no line connecting this point with any cuboid in the area that does not intersect the scene geometry). On the right -a point is inside the area even though the line connecting it with one of the area cuboids intersects the scene geometry. This situation cannot occur if a special type of voxelization is used [14] or when thin-wall usage in the input geometry is forbidden.
Scenes and results
The algorithm was tested on three sets of scenes (see Table 1 ), featuring various sizes and characteristics. All tests were run on a computer with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.20 GHz processor and 2GB of RAM. The results presented in this chapter were generated using a single-threaded version of the application. The results are divided into two different scenarios. The first scenario focuses on memory usage and overall scene statistics, such as the number of triangles, number of created voxels, etc. The second scenario provides metrics for comparing the quality of a result between automatic and manual portal placement. Figure 8 shows the scenes used for tests whose results are provided in Tables  2 and 3 . "Memory" in Table 2 refers to the total amount of memory used by the algorithm (not only for voxel storage but also all intermediate structures). It is clear that the memory requirements increase rapidly with a decreasing voxel size -with O(n 3 ), where n is the inverse of the coefficient by which the voxel size was scaled. "Real-time memory" refers to the amount of memory used by the portal system for structures in a real-time application. Differences depending on the size of the voxel are due to the method used to define the areas: the smaller the voxel size, the more cuboids are needed to cover the area (middle and bottom of Figure 9 ). For the first scene, this size is constant, because the map is made up of the same cuboids with no slanted walls, so these areas are covered by the same number of cuboids regardless of the size of the voxel (top of Figure 9 ).
Time efficiency and memory usage tests
Building structures for real-time portal usage with large scenes and small voxel sizes can easily consume the biggest portion of time (scene 3), which suggests that there are still many places for possible optimization.
Measuring correctness of automatic portal generation
In order to automatically test the correctness of automatic portal generation, the following measure was implemented and applied on various scenes (see Figs. 10, 11 , and 12). We refer to it as the Correctness Measure. With two scenes (one with portals inserted manually and the other with portals computed by our algorithm), we can provide one value indicating the correctness of the generated portals. . Then, we add up the distance between each vertex of each automatically found portal and each vertex of manually created portal. The quotient of these two numbers is the measure of accuracy of the generated portals. We assume that the manually created portals are in optimal positions; therefore, optimally positioned automatic portals will yield a value of 1 because they will be in the same positions as the manually placed portals. Any differences in portal placement will decrease the value of the correctness measure (because the distance between the vertices of manually and automatically placed portals will increase).
CorrectnessM easure
With the Correctness Measure close to 1, the automatically found portals are more similar to the portals created manually. With a value of 0.2, five-times-too-many Table 3 Calculation times for various voxel sizes. The time given for voxelization and distance-field computation also includes time spent on smoothing the local maxima. Time named "portals" is the time spent on seeking portals. portals were generated, and with values above 1, too few portals were generated. The proposed measure provides sufficient evaluation of the generated portals. The results for ten different maps for the different metrics used to generate the distance field are presented in Tables 4 and 5 . A Correctness Measure with a 0 score means that no automatic portals were generated. For test scene number 4 (see Fig. 10 ), the lack of generated portals is caused by the fact that all of the rooms in the scene have the same height, and the algorithm is unable to cope with such scenes (more explanations below). The absence of generated portals may also happen due to the large size of the voxel. In this case, some small passages between rooms cannot be detected, or the smoothing step removes the information about such passages.
Scene 1 voxel
Large and small values of the Correctness Measure can be observed most frequently when the number of automatically generated portals is very different from the number of portals inserted manually. With the same number of portals, the measure is in most cases very close to 1.
It is worth mentioning that, in the case of the Euclidean metric (for almost every scene), the smaller the voxel size, the closer the portal's correctness value is to 1. However, this is not the case when the Manhattan metric is used. So, in this particular implementation, the Euclidean metric is more predictable in the sense that voxel-size reduction results in better portal placement.
In the case of more-complex scenes 8, Fig. 12 ), it can be seen that decreasing voxel size results in the creation of more portals. The reason is that these scenes contain many small rooms often separated by thin passages that are better separated when smaller voxels are used (see Fig. 13 ).
Another reason is that smaller voxels generate more-correct portals for scenes with thin passages between rooms. It is more probable that such portals will not be rejected during validation (see Fig. 14) .
Very simple scenes (1, 2, 3 -see Fig. 10 ) have passages between rooms so wide and long that the algorithm can find the correct portals even with the largest-tested size of a voxel. In Scene 6 (see Fig. 11 ), it can be seen that the algorithm finds portals in smaller and smaller passages, along with the decreasing size of the voxels.
Issues encountered during the portal-generation process
As mentioned before, no portals are generated in the areas where rooms and corridors connected to them have the same height, and additionally, the width of the rooms and corridors is greater than their height. In this case, local maxima will not be generated, because the minimum distance between the center of the room to the surrounding geometry is always smaller to the ceiling or floor than to far-away distant walls (Fig. 15) . Figure 13 . Three cases when a portal separating a small area is not found. This can happen if an inadequate voxel size is used. On the left, a small area is completely covered with voxels intersected by the geometry and, in effect, a room is omitted by the algorithm. In the middle, the area is found, but it is separated from the other area by voxels intersected by the geometry. No portal will be built, but a small area without pa ortal connection with the rest of the scene will be generated. On the right, an area and a passage are found; however, in the case of the Manhattan metric, no local maximum exists in this area, and a portal will not be created. In the case of the Euclidean metric, there might be a one-voxel-size local maximum found (white rectangle), and portal construction will succeed. For this reason, the Euclidean metric is more accurate. Figure 14 . The red rectangle marks a collision voxel between two areas (areas are marked in green). A portal-building procedure starts in the center of a collision voxel. On the left side, the generated portal is incorrect because the passage is very short compared to the voxel size. Portal shape computed only from voxel representation will leave an empty space between a portal and the geometry. On the other hand, a portal generated using exact geometry information will be too big, because raycasts can miss the geometry. On the right side, a similar geometry but with a long passage is presented. In this case, a correct portal is created.
Similar cases occur for long, bent corridors with a constant cross-section. In such a geometry, one large maximum will be generated. In effect, portals which separate corridor sections between bent walls will not be created. On the bottom, the scene has been modified by raising the ceiling in the corridors, so local maxima are formed there, and as a consequence, portals between these spaces are created (green).
Discussion over implemented solutions
In order to improve the algorithm's time efficiency, it is possible to implement multiple optimizations. We did not decide to use any hierarchical structure for distance-field computation. The amount of memory required (discussed in the method -each voxel takes 4 bytes) becomes a problem when the voxel size is small. Haumont states that the hierarchical structure works well only for the simplest scenes. On more-complex scenes, a tradeoff between memory-requirement reduction and the significantly longer time required to navigate through the hierarchical structure has to be made [14] .
Even with a hierarchical structure applied, memory requirements can still be a problem. For example, if such a structure can optimize memory usage by a factor of 64, either the size of the voxel can be four times smaller or the scene can be four times larger. This is still far from satisfying, if we take into consideration the requirements of large scenes. For comparison, the best memory-optimizing factor achieved earlier is 30 [13] and, therefore, will not allow for a reduction of a voxel size by a factor of 4.
The only feasible solution seems to be analogous to the Umbra system [28] ) dividing the scene into independent parts. Then, each of the parts can be processed separately, and the results could be merged together. This is the reason for the use of large scenes. The algorithm is always used with a large voxel size, compared to the visibility applications of portals (where voxels must be very small). This obviously imposes limitations on the granularity of the geometry, but sound simulations are much less sensitive in this respect than light (due to the length of sound waves). With such a voxel size, working with holes in walls of the size of a voxel is problematic. Sound should be able to pass freely through them. This, however, will not be taken into account in our model. Portals inserted manually do not solve the mentioned issue because, after the voxelization step, such a hole will be fully covered by the 'blocking' voxels (i.e., crossed by the geometry) of the surrounding walls. This would require writing special code for this case. At the moment, running an algorithm with a smaller voxel size will take such a hole into account. Despite the large voxel size, the point's position needs to be checked for accuracy with respect to the input geometry. Using only voxel representation in this situation is not accurate enough for this task. Video games restrict possible camera movement close to the room walls to avoid erroneously showing parts of the scene that should be obstructed. This restriction is achieved by imposing a minimal distance between the camera and any wall. Let's assume that a voxel size is smaller than this distance. If the test point is no closer than the voxel size to any wall such a test could be based on data generated only using voxelized representation of the generated areas.
An additional difficulty is that the generated areas are not necessarily convex. A solid outline created by the well-known marching cube algorithm would have multiple triangles. A more-sophisticated algorithm is needed. The solution adopted by us is easy to implement, but it has the following drawbacks: the need to iterate over many cuboids overlapping the area, and the fact that, along with decreasing voxel size, the number of cuboids in an area increases. Using large voxels is also a problem in the case of locating portals in narrow passages. Such a passage will be found, but the portal will not be properly aligned to it (since its construction starts from the center of the initial voxel, and it is unlikely that this center is in the center of the passage). Due to implementation simplicity and efficiency, the Manhattan distance metric was used to calculate the distance field. However, an Euclidean metric was added later, and it proved to be less sensitive to curDist changes. Both metrics have linear efficiency kȮ(n), but k is much lower when the Manhattan metric is applied.
Using the Manhattan metric does not cause performance problems when larger scenes are used. In contrast, the time of brute-force distance-field generation with the Euclidean metric becomes unacceptable when the size of a scene is large. Portals generated with Manhattan metrics are correct, but tests show that the Euclidean metric is more accurate. The current solution does not recognize which voxels are in the part of the geometry that are inaccessible by users (e.g., filling a wall), and which are outside. To be able to recognize such voxels, triangle normals must be assigned consistently. For example, normals of triangles should always point to the outside of the geometry (that is, towards the empty space) where potential player movement is impossible. This assumption further implies the absence of thin walls built from triangles lying in a single plane, because such walls can not have the normal "on the outside" on both sides. Alternatively, such triangles would have to be marked as twosided. Voxels in unreachable space are not recognized, which causes portals and areas to be computed and created in such space. Their presence does not affect the outcome (beyond slowing down the calculations), because they are completely isolated from the correct areas. On the other hand, they unnecessarily occupy memory.
Conclusions
This paper presents an algorithm for the automatic construction of portals so that the resulting area-portal graph is closely linked to the geometry structure. The manner of its use in practice is also described.
Our improvements to Haumont's approach [13] conclude that it is necessary to increase the number of voxels (briefly estimating about 10x-40x larger voxels) and use the Manhattan metric to speed up calculation. Furthermore, the methods used for searching for collision points and placing portals have been developed to better fit the geometry. Applying this method ensures that the automatically generated portals are correct and suitable for practical use in the sound engine RAYA.
Future work in this area would focus on enhancing the voxelization with capabilities of detecting unreachable areas. Another possible improvement would be to develop a method for the correct localization of portals in short passages when voxels size is bigger than the length of the passage. A number of optimizations (especially in terms of memory requirements) are also possible, since it seems to be a more-important limitation than time efficiency. For this purpose, dividing the scene into fragments and combining the results could be considered. The method for searching the area in which a given point is contained can also be improved. The described solution is relatively simple to implement, but there is still the opportunity for improvement (especially in the case of memory requirements).
Appendix
Below is presented a pseudo-code of the algorithm for automatic portal placement. Its input is the smoothed discrete distance field (sections 3.1, 4.1). 
